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           Bulletin nr 15             Monday 1 August 2022 

Information bulletin Biathlon Wednesday 3 August 2022 
 
The Biathlon will take place at the Langlauf stadium of the Nordic Training 
Centre just outside Oberstdorf. Entry to the stadium is on the same road as 
the start of the Mountain Run. The Biathlon counts for the Summercamp 
Overall Classification. Please read this bulletin very carefully. 
 
Start location:  Langlauf Stadium  Nordic Training Centre, Birgsauwer  
     Strasse 35, 87561 Oberstdorf. 
 
Facilities:   Coffee-shop, dressing rooms and toilets available. Also 
     paid parking for cars. Supporters not allowed  around the 
     track but have perfect view from first floor of the stadium. 
 
Competition:   The Biathlon consists of shooting with a Laser gun and 
     racing on a Kick Bike. 
 
Laser Gun shooting: Shooting the Laser guns will be before the start of the Kick 
     Bikes race. Every competitor gets a short introduction and 
     practice. After this 2 minutes is available for the competiti-
     on shots. This is for Jun-DEF and Jun-CBA 7 shots on 5 
     targets. The Seniors/Masters/Recreational will have 5  
     shots for 5 targets. For every missed target a penalty lap 
      has to be run during the Kick Bike race. 
 
 Kick Bike Race:  The Kick Bike race consists for Jun-CBA Senior/Masters/
     Recr. of 2 laps with in between the running of the Penalty 
     laps. For the Junior D/E/F the distance will be 1 lap with 
     halfway the running of the Penalty laps. 
 
Race-number:  The Red T-shirt with race number must be worn during 
     the shooting and Kick Bike Race.  
 
Transponders:  The Kick Bikes have a transponder for timing; do NOT use 
     the wrong Kick Bike at the start and after the running of 
     the Penalty lap(s). 
 
Award Presentation: The Award Presentation will take place in several blocks 
     not too long after the racing with the Kick Bikes. 
 
Time schedule:  The Time schedule will be published separately. Shooting 
     for Juniors D/E/F will start at 08.30 hr. All other categories 
     will follow as soon as possible after that. 


